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Yet I persuade myself, to speak the truth shall nothing wrong him. Clearly marks him as a duplicitous
character right from the start. Perhaps he sees it not, or his good nature prizes the virtue that appears in Cassio
and looks not on his evils. Othello believes that murder will maintain her purity, stopping her from betraying
others like she has betrayed him. I have lost the immortal part of myself, and what remains is bestial. The play
focuses around the character of Iago, who throughout the play uses his skills at manipulation and deception to
bend other characters to his will. I had rather have this tongue cut from my mouth than it should do offense to
Michael Cassio. Like Cassio, Othello believes a man's reputation is "immortal", and he hopes his name will
not be sullied by this final chapter of his life. However, also tells his general that he has no proof of her
cheating on him with Cassio something he goes on to contradict later in the scene. Look to your wife, observe
her well with Cassioâ€¦ she did deceive her father, marrying you. No more of that. O I have lost my
reputation! Are we turned Turks, and to ourselves do that which heaven hath forbid the Ottomites? Iago - Act
V, Scene i Having persuaded Roderigo to kill Cassio, Iago makes it clear to him that this act will be chief to
their success or lead to their demise. However, because Othello is black, this can be interpreted as a
backhanded compliment; Othello is more fair just, gentlemanly than those of his race. I could well wish
courtesy would invent some other custom of entertainment. Nay, get thee gone! Provoke him that he may, for
even out of that will I cause these of Cyprus to mutiny. This essay shall discuss the message of this text â€”
the power of jealousy, the disastrous effects it can have â€” and how this message is reflected in the obsessive
behaviour of Iago. His suggestion is a subtle mutiny aimed at Roderigo. I follow to serve my turn upon him:
We cannot all be masters, nor all masters Cannot be truly follow'd Iago - Act I, Scene i Bitter about being
passed up for Cassio's post, Iago reveals he serves Othello only to serve himself. I pray you, in your letters,
When you shall these unlucky deeds relate, Speak of me as I am; nothing extenuate, Nor set down aught in
malice. Othello is able to rise above the stereotypes, but he is never able to forget what others may feel about
him. In this conversation with Desdemona, Iago reveals how little he thinks of women, and that they use their
beauty or wit to manipulate men. Iago knows that if the rest of the characters knew what lurked in his heart, he
would be destroyed. Do you find some occasion to anger Cassio, either by speaking too loud, or tainting his
discipline, or from what other course you please, which the time shall more favorably minister. Reputation,
reputation, reputation! As the play progresses, the audience see that this behaviour turns more and more
obsessive as Iago endeavours to cause the other characters suffering and get what he wants. I am very ill at
ease, unfit for mine own purposes. So will I turn her virtue into pitch, and out of her own goodness make the
net that shall enmesh them all. I am not merry; but I do beguile The thing I am, by seeming otherwise. I have
done the state some service, and they know't. In this way Iago, by planting Desdemona's handkerchief, will
throw fuel on Othello's already burning jealousy. Your officer Iago can inform you, while I spare speech,
which something now offends me. The Duke of Venice - Act I, Scene iii Here, black has a dual meaning -
referring to Othello's race and also, according to usage of the time, meaning "ugly". And, noble signior, If
virtue no delighted beauty lack, Your son-in-law is far more fair than black. Then, must you speak Of one that
loved not wisely but too well Othello - Act 5, Scene ii Addressing his horrified countrymen, Othello takes
responsibility for what he has done and tells them that any good he has done in the past should not pardon him
for this foolish act of passion. The fact that he said he had no evidence but then provides some proves again
how deceitful a character he is. I have found great love amongst them. Thou shalt know more hereafter. Iago
feels let down that he was not awarded the job, given his expertise in battle. This statement is one of the few
moments of honesty between Iago and another character.


